Personalization support for binaural headphone reproduction in web browsers
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ABSTRACT
This study considers the issue of providing an individual listening experience for binaural sound reproduction in web browsers via headphones. The proposed solution aims at building a web framework with Web Audio API, giving support to the download of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) associated with listener's personal profile from a server and the synchronization between the listener's devices. With each playback device and listener, the individual headphone equalization filters will be computed from headphone transfer functions (HptTFs) stored on the server. At server side, we propose to store the HRTFs and HptTFs in spatially oriented format for acoustics (SOFA). At client-side, we propose to convert the data to a new structure (WAV) ensuring a compatible solution with existing Web Audio API implementations. A binaural rendering implementation in JavaScript acting as a proof-of-concept reveals critical issues related to the native implementation in web browsers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage And Retrieval]: Online Information Services - Web-based services.
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI)]: Multimedia Information Systems - Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities.
H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI)]: Sound and Music Computing - Signal analysis, synthesis, and processing.

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Human Factors, Standardization.

Keywords
spatial audio, head-related transfer function, individualization, web application.

1. INTRODUCTION
Given an arbitrary sound scene and room by placing an array of microphones in a specific location, it is ideally possible to reproduce the recorded sound field on a fixed array configuration of loudspeakers and virtually render virtual sound sources on top of it. This acoustic installation can be used by anyone, however the listener's movements are restricted to a small sweet-spot and a specific location where the installation is placed. The future of 3D-media environments and broadcasting is constantly moving towards high spatial fidelity in sound field reproduction systems that are able to overcome such limitations. One of this research directions consists of the personal fruition of spatialized audio contents, leading to the next generation of portable audio devices. Audio technologies should be fully integrated with mobile devices and browsers, being able to provide an authentic individual listening experience.

Listener's perception of auditory events spans three major groups of perceptual attributes, or elemental senses [1]: temporal attributes (rhythm, durability, reverberance, etc.), quality attributes (loudness, pitch, timbre, etc.), and spatial attributes (direction, distance, spatial impression, etc.). This paper focuses on the latter group of elements, relying on the auditory cues provided by the human body, i.e. binaural cues, such as interaural level difference (ILD) and interaural time differences (ITD), and monaural cues, such as the spectral coloration caused by external ear filtering, which are summarized into the so-called Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs). HRTFs naturally filter sounds in free field and sounds presented via loudspeakers, e.g. a stereo or a 5.1 loudspeaker system. When HRTFs are known, they can be used to simulate that filtering for the presentation of virtual sound sources via headphones. Such a technique is usually called binaural synthesis, and the whole apparatus can be called virtual auditory display (VAD) [2]. In a virtual auditory display, for each virtual sound source, the signal is filtered by the pair of HRTFs corresponding to the spatial direction of the source [3] and a pair of Headphone Transfer Functions (HptTFs) counting for the acoustic properties of the playback device worn by the listener. Listener-specific HRTFs and HptTFs are required in order to provide sound localization performance equivalent to that for free field [4].

Providing to the listener his/her own measured individual HRTF/HptTF data is currently not manageable due to the need of specific hardware and anechoic spaces. Nowadays, most of VADs employ non-individual (or generic) HRTFs, usually measured on anthropomorphic mannequins, resulting in frequent localization errors and uncomfortable listening experiences.

The lack of individualization is one of the main issues that hinders the diffusion of binaural audio technologies even if spatial audio rendering with generic HRTFs is already supported in many audio
software, e.g. OpenAL\textsuperscript{1}, Cycling ’74 Max/MSP\textsuperscript{2} and Pure Data\textsuperscript{3}, and recently incorporated in browsers via Web Audio API inside WebKit\textsuperscript{4} and Firefox\textsuperscript{5}. In light of such existing technologies, the main motivation behind this work is to promote personalization support in browsers and technologies for HRTF/HpTF personalization and customization which are able to fit listener needs world wide.

The \textit{PannerNode} object in Web Audio API is able to perform HRTF rendering with a predetermined HRTF set, leading a generalization process of such object instead of developing a new custom object. The proposed solution is a first step in the standardization process for the research community. A client-side implementation in JavaScript would suggest guidelines and critical issues related to native implementation in browsers.

The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, the proposed solution promotes the spatially oriented format for acoustics (SOFA) \textsuperscript{5} in order to support personalized HRTFs/HpTFs in browsers. Second, a web browser integration and standardization should take into account the widespread WAV audio format for user profiling which is already supported and compatible. Finally, many technologies are already available to support the personalization process and they are discussed here.

2. PERSONALIZED 3D AUDIO

2.1 Spatial audio over headphones

Headphones allow to listen to binaural signals. A binaural signal is created by filtering a desired monophonic and anechoic sound signal with a pair of HRTFs. By using listener-specific HRTFs for the filtering, one can reach almost the same localization accuracy as in free-field listening conditions. When head motion, artificial reverberation and room impulse responses (RIRs) are involved even non-individualized HRTFs can provide a good sound localization performance \textsuperscript{6}.

When the binaural signals are adequately compensated for headphone-induced spectral coloration, the listeners are not able to distinguish between a real and a virtual sound source \textsuperscript{7}. The transfer function between headphone and eardrum, described by the HpTFs, heavily varies from person to person and with small displacements of the headphone itself. The headphone-induced spectral coloration exhibits a limited inter-subject variability up to \approx 4 kHz, because headphones act as an acoustic cavity only introducing a constant level variation. In the higher frequencies, headphone position with respect to listener’s ears introduces several deeps and valleys in the spectrum \textsuperscript{8}.

An inaccurate and non-individual compensation likely leads to spectral coloration that might affect the spatial audio fidelity. Although various techniques have been proposed in order to tackle such a delicate issue, modeling the correct equalization filter is still a hot open research theme.

2.2 Modeling HRTFs

The acoustic measurements of HRTFs are done by inserting a microphone into the ear canal of a listener and performing electro-acoustic system identification. Figure 1 depicts an HRTF measurement setup, where hundreds of directions are usually considered in time-consuming procedure lasting for tens of minutes. Thus, several attempts have been proposed to speed-up the measurements for human listeners \textsuperscript{9}.

HRTFs can also be numerically simulated. The simulations can be based on empirical approaches where parameters of a structural model are determined \textsuperscript{10}, \textsuperscript{11}. The simulations can also be based on numerical calculations of the sound pressure based on the numeric representation of listener's geometry \textsuperscript{12}. For the latter approach, boundary-element methods (BEM) \textsuperscript{13} and finite-difference time-domain methods \textsuperscript{14} have been successfully applied. In both approaches, an accurate representation of the listener's geometry is required (Fig. 2). Thus, further work on enabling HRTF simulations available for the masses include the improvements on geometry capturing \textsuperscript{15}, \textsuperscript{16} and speeding up the calculations \textsuperscript{17}.

A novel framework for synthetic HRTF design and customization combines the structural modeling paradigm with selection techniques of generic HRTFs. The Mixed Structural Modeling (MSM) \textsuperscript{18} approach treats HRTFs as a combination of structural components, which can be either synthetic or measured.
Each component is customized on individual anthropometric data, which are employed to generate model parameters or to select an available measured/simulated HRTF in a database [19].

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Spatialization with Web Audio API
Web Audio API renders 3D spatial audio based on sound sources and their relation to a singleton AudioListener attribute of AudioContext. The sound sources are represented as PannerNode instances, and everything is described using 3D position, orientation, and velocity vectors, and attributes defining the directionality and the distance model of the sound source. The AudioListener interface holds the listener's position and orientation in 3D audio scene, and encodes general properties of the scene itself. The implementation details of the algorithm are described in Section 3.3.

In WebKit, the measured impulse responses stem from a hybrid set extracted from IRCAM’s LISTEN database⁶. Each HRIR is stored in a separate two-channel WAV file in webkit/blink code repository. Since the impulse responses have been normalized in temporal domain to share a common duration (256 samples), the impulse responses have also been concatenated into a single WAV file for faster loading times. The current webkit/blink implementation resorts into the concatenated version using hard-coded sample indices.

The current limitations of such implementation can be summarized in three issues:

1. lack of standardization for the WAV file;
2. no personalization in the HRTF rendering;
3. no support with different databases.

3.2 The SOFA and the Web
SOFA aims at storing data representing HRTFs in a general way, capable of supporting any data measured with microphone arrays and loudspeaker arrays. In particular, SOFA allows a description of a measurement setup with arbitrary geometry, i.e., not limited to special cases like a regular grid, or a constant distance. It provides self-describing data with a consistent definition, i.e., all the required information about the measurement setup must be provided as metadata in the file. It offers flexibility to describe data of multiple conditions (listeners, distances, etc.) in a single file. It supports partial file and network access, and binary files with data compression for efficient storage and transfer.

SOFA aims at representing spatial data in a general way, allowing to store not only HRTFs but also more complex data, e.g., directional room impulse responses (DRIRs) measured with a multichannel microphone array excited by a loudspeaker array. In order to simplify the adaption of SOFA for various applications, SOFA supports the so-called conventions: sets of rules for the representation of specific type of data. In this work, two conventions are used: SimpleFreeFieldHRIR and SimpleHeadphoneIR, which are used to store an HRTF set and headphone IRs, of a listener, respectively.

SimpleFreeFieldHRIR considers the HRTF measurement setup depicted in Fig. 3. A one-to-one correspondence between emitters and receivers for a single listener is stored in a single file. Multiple measurements (left and right impulse responses) are described as repeated measurements of the same listener with changing in headphone positions or headphone model.

SimpleHeadphoneIR considers the HpTF measurement setup depicted in Fig. 4. A one-to-one correspondence between emitters and receivers for a single listener is stored in a single file. Multiple measurements (left and right impulse responses) are described as repeated measurements of the same listener with changing in headphone positions or headphone model.

SOFA’s numerical container relies on netCDF-4 (Unidata), which is a set of software libraries and data formats supporting the creation, access, and sharing of scientific data. netCDF-4 is widely used in the field of climatology, meteorology,

Figure 3: HRTF measurement setup considered in the SOFA convention SimpleFreeFieldHRIR.
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Figure 4: HpTF measurement setup considered in the SOFA convention SingleHeadphoneIR.
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⁶ www.ircam.fr/equipes/salles/listen/
oceanography, and geographic information systems. It is based on the HDF5 format, a more basic numerical container, further supported by many institutions worldwide. netCDF offers a structured representation of multidimensional data and metadata. The open-access specifications are freely available and include a complete definition as well as examples of various implementations. Application-programming interfaces are available as pre-compiled libraries for programming languages like C++, Octave, and JAVA. As for a web application, the libraries providing read access for HDF5 files are currently not a part of a web standard. Thus, SOFA is currently not supported in a browser. Moreover, the solution with JAVA plug-in should be discouraged for security reason and uncertainty of future support from the browsers.

Figure 5 schematizes two options to overcome this limitation and serving SOFA files for web: the OPeNDAP server solution and the SOFA server module with WAV conversion.

3.2.1 OPeNDAP
As discussed above, the numerical container of SOFA is based on HDF5. HDF5 is very flexible, and therefore also complex. A C library is provided to hide low level complexities from applications. The library is fairly large in size, and unfortunately insecure, which hinders its adaptation in client side browser code: the source code needs to be carefully analyzed in order to make it trusted, and due to its size, it may require some effort to maintain. These HDF5 issues make SOFA more suited for server side solution. Thus, the first solution is to employ an OPeNDAP aware server, such as the latter version of OPeNDAP Data Server Hyrax-5. For instance, Microsoft's Azure cloud service has Hyrax-5 integrated, and can therefore serve HDF5-based files, such as SOFA, or parts of the files using OPeNDAP protocol.

3.2.2 Custom SOFA server module
Another option to serve SOFA files for web is to use a conventional HTTP server, and implement a custom SOFA file parser in C++ or C#. This option can be built on top of the HDF5 C library to gain higher semantic level access to SOFA files, e.g., using a managed C# Scientific DataSet library (SDS)\(^9\). The protocol between client and server is HTTP, which of course is the lingua franca of browser communication and therefore supported ubiquitously. A RESTful protocol is foreseen beneficial.

The server reply to a client HRTF request contains the impulse response itself, and metadata describing elevation, azimuth and distance of the measurement, ITD values, and metadata describing the format of the impulse response (such as sample rate, number of bits per sample etc). One option for encapsulating this data is to use WAV files, which are based on chunk-based Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF). Instead of transmitting concatenated impulse responses and resorting to fixed response lengths, the WAV structure could utilize the list-form wavl chunk. A standards compliant form for this is

\[
\text{RIFF \{ \text{WAVE \{ \text{fmt wavl \{ data data ... \} } \} \}},
\]

where each data chunk contains a single binaural impulse response. The metadata may be encoded into a newly introduced info chunk, which contains attributes

\[
\text{typedef struct info}
\{
    \text{WORD elevation;}
    \text{WORD azimuth;}
    \text{WORD distance;}
    \text{float itdL;}
    \text{float itdR;}
\}
\]

The info chunks can then be appended into the RIFF file in the order of the data chunks. This format enables existing audio editors to be used in editing the wave data. However, if editing is not necessary, the recommended form is to introduce a new 'list' chunk, which contains a sequence of 'hiri' chunks. Each 'hiri' chunk in turn comprises a pair of 'info' and 'data' chunk. The RIFF structure then becomes

\[
\text{RIFF \{ \text{WAVE \{ \text{fmt list \{ hiri hiri hiri ... \} } \}},
\]

with hiri ::= { info data }

In addition to being used as a transfer format, WAV files may also be used to store the fetched HRIRs at client side.

This solution fits well into the current web technology stack. The benefit of using a RESTful protocol and HTTP is obvious: it is both clear and well supported. The benefit of using RIFF based WAV files is twofold: firstly, WAV files are already supported in the Web Audio API. The handling for the proposed new chunk types requires only minor modifications to the trusted browser codebase. Secondly, the chunked nature of RIFF files leaves room for future updates in the spec.

3.3 Implementation
The server side implementation was based on the 2nd solution (Sec. 3.2.2). A custom SOFA file parser implemented on top of SOFA C++ library converts SOFA files to WAV file (with the custom structure described in the previous section). The HRTF and HpTF databases count many impulse responses from the SOFA project\(^8\) and PHONa archive [20]. The batch conversion is

\(^8\) http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/sds/
\(^9\) http://www.sofaconventions.org/
performed every time a new HRTF/HTF set is added to the database in the server. Accordingly, new headphone equalization filters are computed and those based on an average of the available measurements are also updated, if necessary.

To access a set of HRTFs for a single subject, the browser issues a GET request of form

http://serverIP/database/subjectName.

To get a specific set of impulse responses for a single elevation, the request may be appended with a tail '/elevation', and to access a specific azimuth from the elevation set, tail the request with '/azimuth' value. For instance, to get all HRTFs for a median plane for subject S001 of the LISTEN database, the browser would issue an XMLHttpRequest with URL

http://serverIP/IRCAM/S001/0,

and to get a single binaural HRTF for 90 degree azimuth, the URL would read

http://serverIP/IRCAM/S001/0/90.

More elaborate requests involving several databases, elevations, or azimuths may be handled by inserting the query into the body of the request.

The client side implementation was realized by converting the webkit C++ PannerNode HRTF algorithm (webkit revision R1740089, 29/9/2014) into JavaScript by hand. The scripted implementation employs native Web Audio API, convolver, delay and gain nodes for improved efficiency. The original C++ implementation is available at [22] and [23], and works as follows.

The webkit HRTF algorithm encapsulates the impulse responses and group delays in four core C++ classes (see pseudocode below for container hierarchy). The HRTFDatabaseLoader factory class keeps track of loader instances on a sample rate basis, and loads the impulse response database asynchronously into an HRTFDatabase instance. The instance comprises ten HRTFElevation distributed from -45 to 90 degrees in 15 degree increments, without interpolation. Each HRTFElevation contains two lists of HRTFKernel instances, one for the left and another for the right ear. Both lists are divided into 24 raw azimuths angles in 15 degree increments, covering the entire 360 degree space around the horizontal plane. Each raw azimuth interval is further interpolated into eight subintervals, giving rise to 192 distinct HRT FKernels per elevation and per ear (i.e., the resolution is less than 2 degrees). Each HRTFKernel object encapsulates the measured HIRIR, and computes an average group delay for it.

AudioContext
- HRTFDatabaseLoader // one per sample rate
  - HRTFDatabase
    - HRTFElevation[10] // elevations -45..90*
      - HRTFKernel[24*8] // azimuths 0..360* (L)
      - HRTFKernel[24*8] // azimuths 0..360* (R)
    - hrir // as FFTFrame
    - aveGroupDelay // float

The actual panning algorithm is encoded in three additional C++ classes, cf. Figure 6. Browser audio engine pulls sample buffers periodically from all PannerNode instances present in the audio graph (each of which thus models a spatial audio source in 3D space). For each pull, PannerNode first computes its elevation and azimuth in relation to a singleton AudioListener (not depicted), and then delegates the computation to an encapsulated HRTFPanner instance. HRTFPanner fetches the left and right ear HRTFKernels according to computed elevation and azimuth values, processes the input with interpolated delay lines for ITD

cues, and convolves the result with interpolated left and right ear kernel HIRIRs. Additional crossfading is employed for moving sound sources. The produced sample buffers are passed back to the PannerNode instance, which scales the output using distance model and directivity of the sound source, and finally returns the processed buffers for audio engine rendering.

According to the headphone used, the web application queries the server for the equalization filters. Once the server computes the filters, it returns a stereo WAV file that is used in ConvolverNode in order to perform a headphone compensation for the left and right channels, respectively.

We conclude from the implementation that enabling custom HRTF rendering in webkit requires only minor modifications to the existing codebase. Firstly, the HRTFDatabase needs to be modified to enable networked fetching of impulse responses for individual HRTFs and HTF equalization. Secondly, the WAV file handling logic needs to be modified to support the proposed chunks. The required modifications are minor when compared to enabling HDF5 support at client side.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The proposed architecture supports an individual listening experience within the web browser. Listener can switch between different headphone equalization filters and download his/her HRTFs from the server accordingly by using any of his/her devices. At the moment, publicly available SOFA databases allow to select an existing HRTF set for the spatialization and an existing HPF set for the headphone equalization.

Once the identity of the listener is known and her/his individual HRTF and HPF sets are available at the server, the browser incorporates the fetched filters associated with identity information, e.g., anthropometric data, for further usage in web applications of the individualized audio rendering pipeline. WAV format is one potential solution, fully compliant with existing standards. Note that other formats exist supporting web integration, e.g., xml, and json, as well.

If the listener's individual HRTFs are not available, but listener's anthropometric data are known, the web service may perform a customization procedure by exploiting the following solutions:
\begin{itemize}
  \item anthropometric-guided HRTF selection [19]
  \item cloud simulation of the whole HRTF set from mesh models/photos of the listener [21].
\end{itemize}

Considering the web services for listener's individual HpIRs, more difficulties are expected because the available models for the customization of HpTFs are based on average measurements and yield unwanted spectral coloration in the most cases. Development of more sophisticated HpTF models will be important for the future of personalized binaural reproduction.
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